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The border between Italy and the northern edge of 
Yugoslavia (now Slovenia) has a troubled history – one 
that was especially contentious during and immediately 
after the Second World War. Located at a central 
point along the Iron Curtain which separated Western 
Europe from the Eastern bloc, the various settlements 
and communities that spanned this hinterland were 
swept up in the chaos of the immediate postwar period. 
Mass migrations occurred from the Slovenian side, 
while the Italian side was excluded from the economic 
development taking place across the rest of the 
peninsula. Stories from the Chestnut Woods takes place 
in and around the forests of this border, in the region of 
Slavia-Veneta. The remaining inhabitants there are either 
old and dying, or young and desperate to emigrate as 
soon as possible, to take advantage of the prosperity 
that’s transforming much of the rest of Europe.
 
Mario (Massimo De Francovich) is our window into the 
difficulties facing the older generation in this region. A 
carpenter who is passionate about his craft but can’t find 
work, he is preoccupied with his finances and constantly 
worries over them, failing to notice that his wife is dying 
until it is too late to save her. He is cheated twice at the 
beginning of the film: first in a competitive game of morra, 
then again when we find out that he had planned for 
years to construct an elaborate and expensive coffin for 
a local general, only for the general to move to another 
town just before his death. 

One gets the sense that the elderly inhabitants of the 
territory are trapped in an unfair situation, and don’t know 
what they’re living for at this point, their impending death 
a foregone conclusion. As Mario heartbreakingly asks 
the doctor when he returns for help with his own illness: 
“How come I know what you’re going to say, and you 
know what I’m going to say too? But we never manage to 
say anything from the heart.” Though he may be stingy, 
and harsh with his wife, as embodied by De Francovich, 
Mario is a man of great dignity, and we can’t help but feel 

for him and how he is allowed little comfort in his final 
days.
 
Director Gregor Božič isn’t interested in a psychological 
or realist representation of poverty, however. The film is 
more melancholy than miserable, maintaining a certain 
grace and levity even when all hope seems to have 
vanished. The story of Marta (Ivana Roščić) offers a 
route out of the gloom. She forages for chestnuts every 
day but has nobody to sell them to, living alone after 
her husband’s disappearance. Mario encounters her 
in the forest by following a mass of chestnuts flowing 
downstream – a surreal image that’s evocative of the 
many lost souls emigrating from the region. The two 
find a moment of solace with each other. Marta shares 
a fond memory in the guise of a fairy tale, and though 
Mario insists that stories and fantasy died with his wife, 
he gives Marta the money she needs to travel abroad and 
escape his fate, thus creating a fairy tale of his own. One 
image from towards the end of the film, of a sickly Mario 
riding a cart back to his house with two young women, 
is revealing as to Božič’s uplifting outlook. Although our 
protagonist is dying, the women are chatting excitedly 
with each other, at one point putting on a pop song and 
dancing to it. This moment is almost shocking in how 
upbeat it is, and we are reminded that life goes on for 
the younger generations. The future is waiting, and some 
people still have time to be optimistic.
 
The fragmented shards of the narrative are fused 
together by the impressionistic and poetic atmosphere. 
The film doesn’t aspire to melodrama, instead turning to 
almost comic surrealism at key moments. The result is an 
elegiac and surprisingly comforting experience. Director 
of photography Ferran Paredes Rubio’s visuals are a 
vital part of the dreamlike experience. Shot on 16mm 
and 35mm film, each frame is soaked in colour. From the 
warm brown of leaves in the opening and closing shots, 
to the vibrant purple at dawn, the woods themselves look 
just as mesmerising as the stories told in them.
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